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ENGLISH CALLIGRAPHY COMPETITION 

 English Calligraphy Competition was conducted online on 19 April 2021 for the classes I to V.   

The sole aim was to motivate the students to improve their handwriting and learn the beautiful art of 

writing well. All the children participated with great zeal and exuberance. They exhibited their writing skills 

through different forms of calligraphic fonts. The assessment was done by a select panel of teachers based 

on writing style, curves & patterns, legibility & beautification. 

The winners are 

 

             

 

 

Standard First Prize Second Prize Third Prize 

I Navneet Sharma (I A) Afeefa Ikhlaq (I B) Haniksha G.(I C) 

II Purvi. V (II A) Joel Jacob (II C) Aayushi (II B) 

III Hindavi Sharma (III C) Navneeth. N (III A) K. Thignyasree (III B) 

IV Hriday Mahamay (IV B) Adeesha (IV C) Prateek Priyadarshi (IV A) 

V Ajinkya Anand (V C) Adyant D (V A) Shubham Behra (V B) 



 

   POSTER MAKING COMPETITION 

Poster Making Competition on COVID- 19 was conducted online on 23 April 2021 for classes III to V.   

The theme of the competition was Covid-19. The students were asked to express their ideas through 

paintings and sketches. Students participated with immense excitement and enthusiasm and made very 

beautiful posters which show cased major precautionary measures such as to avoid social gathering, 

frequently wash  hands, cover mouth while coughing and major symptoms fever, cough, difficulty to 

breathe etc. 

 The aim of this competition was not merely to see the creative aspect but also to trigger the thought 

process of the children and sensitize them towards these serious issues. Competitions of this sort increase 

their observational skills, response to thoughts, awareness, and concern of the children towards global 

issues. The participants were assessed based on criterias like relevance to the theme, originality, impact of 

the message, creativity, and overall presentation. 

The winners are 

     First Prize     Second Prize       Third Prize 

Tanisha. G 

 V C 

(Dhruv House) 

Terashrita Panigrahi 

 III B 

(Chetak House) 

 Akshit Chhetry  

 V C 

(Dhruv House) 

             

                                                                                                                                                                          



 

 

   COLLAGE MAKING COMPETITION 

 Collage making competition was conducted online on 30 June 2021 for classes I to V. 

This competition was conducted to enrich student’s experience in pictorial composition through the 
handling of new materials. Children’s divergent thinking is reflected in their work. They had to decide what 
to use and how best to use the material to express themselves. We witnessed the usage of various skills in 
the collages made by our kids. Children enjoyed the activity a lot. 

 

The winners are 

 

             

Standard First Prize Second Prize Third Prize 

I Nihal Sai Shambu (I A) Y Tanvi (I B) Hanishka G (I C) 

II Atharv Verma (II A) Vedant V (II C) Rushil Kumar (II B) 

III Hindavi Sharma (III C) Aarav Swamy (III A) Sanath K Nair (III B) 

IV Kritika Yadav (IV C) Gurucharan (IV A) Rachaiit Parasa (IV B) 

V Pavani & Shubham Behera (V B) Anishka Nair (V A) Akshit Chhetry (V C) 



                      

 ENGLISH SPEECH COMPETITION 

English Speech Competition on Water Saving Techniques was conducted online on 2 July 2021 for classes 

III to V.  

The aim of this competition was to equip young students with the skills of thinking clearly, speaking 

persuasively, and listening to the opinions of others critically and constructively. It enabled them to test 

and demonstrate their fluency in English. 

The following message was the takeaway of the competition -  

“Conserve water, every drop counts. Don't flush our planet's most valuable resource. It takes a lot of blue 

to stay green. If we don't learn to conserve, we'll all be fish out of water”. 

          

                     

        The winners are  

     First Prize     Second Prize       Third Prize 

Akshit Chhetry (V C) 

Dhruv house 

Shreya Shejit (V B) 

Tejas house 

 Tanisha (V C) 

Dhruv house 

                                                                                                                                                

 



 

     EMBROIDERY COMPETITION 

Embroidery competition was conducted online on 9 July 2021 for classes IV and V.   

The aim of this competition is to help the students acquaint the skills on emerging embroidery talent. 

It was a therapeutic method to improve the mental and emotional health of the children. It helped 

students to keep their fine motor skills sharp and mind focused. 

The winners are 

  

 

 

 

    

   

                                                                                                      

Standard First Prize Second Prize Third Prize 

IV Yuana Yadhukumar (IV 

C) 

Dhanvi . S  (IV B) Adwita Saini  (IV A) 

V Krishna Rathore (V A) Bhargobi Patra (V C) Shreya Shejit (V B) 



                                                      

   STORY TELLING COMPETITION 

 Story telling competition was conducted online on 14 July 2021 for class I to III.   

The objective of conducting this activity was to build confidence in the children. This has helped them to 

sharpen their presentation skills and to recall the sequence in a story. They learnt to present the story on 

their own with expressions which helped them to develop imagination and stimulate curiosity. 

 

 The winners are 

 

 

    

                                                              

  

 

 

 

 

Standard        First Prize    Second Prize    Third Prize 

I Ayush (I C) Bhanvi Kashyap (I A) Afeefa Ikhlaq (I B) 

II Siddharth M (II A) Isther R (II C) Ayushi Sharma (II B) 

III Jannat Kaur (III A) Terashrita Panigrahi (III B) K B Vivaan (III C) 



 

BOOKMARK MAKING COMPETITION 

Bookmark Making Competition was conducted online on 17 July2021 for classes III to V.   

This fun-filled activity unleashed their creativity on paper with a message to learn and follow. The students 

worked enthusiastically and experimented with different shades of colours to flaunt their artistic 

imagination. They created and decorated the Bookmarks using innovative ideas to make them look more 

interesting and to capture the reader’s imagination. Such activities teach students the most valuable 

lessons of life in relatively less time and at the same time keeps their competitive spirits high. 

The winners are 

 

                         

     

   

 

 

 

 

            First Prize Second Prize Third Prize 

NISHTHA CHAUDHARY  

                V C 

 (CHETAK HOUSE) 

        DHANVI S 

             IV B 

 (SUKHOI HOUSE) 

 AKSHIT CHETRI  

         V C 

(DHRUV HOUSE) 



 

KITE MAKING & CARD MAKING COMPETITION 

To celebrate the spirit of Independence Day, a kite making and card making activity was conducted online 

for classes IV, V, and I, II and III respectively on 13 Aug 2021.  

The involvement in these craft activities helped the children to understand the significance of various colors 

of the national flag and the meaning of courage and sacrifice, peace and truth, and faith and chivalry which 

symbolizes our National flag.  

 

The winners are 

 

 

         

    

                                                             

        

 

Standard First Prize Second Prize Third Prize 

I Akshit Pal            (  I A ) Taskeen              ( I B ) Dronica Jain       ( I C ) 

II Vedant V            ( II C ) Samarth Gowda  (II A ) Aaravi Jasrotia    (II B) 

III Aaryav Swamy   ( III A ) Sona Sharma      (III B) K B Vivaan         (III C) 

IV Hardikeya          ( IV A ) Adeesha G          (IV C) Sambit Pradhan  (IV B) 

V Akshit Chhetry   ( V C ) Yashwin Reddy   (V A) Vignesh Sharma  (V B) 



 

                         

                   

                   


